The canonical AX-CPT task measures two forms of cognitive control: sustained goal-oriented control (''proactive'' control) and transient changes in cognitive control following unexpected events (''reactive'' control). We modified this task by adding negative and neutral International Affective Picture System (IAPS) pictures to assess the effects of negative emotion on these two forms of cognitive control. Proactive and reactive control styles were assessed based on measures of behavior and electrophysiology, including the N2 event-related potential component and source space activation (Low Resolution Tomography [LORETA]). We found slower reaction-times and greater DLPFC activation for negative relative to neutral stimuli. Additionally, we found that a proactive style of responding was related to less prefrontal activation (interpreted to reflect increased efficiency of processing) during actively maintained previously cued information and that a reactive style of responding was related to less prefrontal activation (interpreted to reflect increased efficiency of processing) during just-in-time environmentally triggered information. This pattern of results was evident in relatively neutral contexts, but in the face of negative emotion, these associations were not found, suggesting potential response style-by-emotion interaction effects on prefrontal neural activation.
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Introduction
Being able to control one's behavior, in response to both planned and unexpected events, is critical for socio-emotional functioning, especially when faced with emotionally challenging environments. Cognitive control is a heterogeneous set of psychological processes that can be parsed into unique constructs, including proactive and reactive control. According to the Dual Mechanism of Control (DMC) model, the term ''proactive control'' refers to psychological processes leading to deployment of planned action patterns derived through actively-maintained contextual information (Braver, Gray, & Burgess, 2007) . The term ''reactive control'' refers to psychological processes evoked by stimuli that change action patterns (Braver et al., 2007) . These two processes can be deployed in distinct fashions reflecting different styles of responding. Thus, a more proactive control style of responding leads to better performance in situations that allow for previously planned and strategically executed action strategies, while a more reactive control style of responding leads to better performance in situations that require last minute adjustments to action strategies based on environmental cues. The present study extends the extant literature on these control processes: (1) by comparing the impact of neutral and negative contexts on neural activation underlying events that require proactive and reactive control; and (2) by examining the relations between a person's relative degree of proactive or reactive control style and underlying neural activation, both in neutral and negative-valence contexts.
Proactive and reactive control mechanisms are generally investigated in the context of one particular task, the AX-CPT, a type of continuous-performance task (CPT; Rosvold, Mirsky, Sarason, Bransome, & Beck, 1956 ). This task consists of a cue, to which participants have to provide a speeded response, then a delay period, and then a probe, to which participants have to provide a second speeded response. The combined cue and probe information informs the participant on the type of trial being presented and thus the required responses. Proactive control processes are recruited during the cue time period and sustained over the delay time period to actively maintain planned action strategies. Transient reactive control processes, on the other hand, are recruited during the probe time period, either to elicit the primed motor response or to adjust action strategies based on new contextual information. Additionally, the current study uses the Behavior Shift Index (BSI; Braver et al., 2009), a measure generated from task reaction times and error rates, to ascertain a participant's control style (i.e., more reactive or proactive in nature). This provides a person-specific
